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Awarded top employer for the third year in a row 

GEORG: Germany’s best Machine Builder 
 
(Kreuztal). The Kreuztal-based company has established itself as the best employer in 
mechanical engineering in the nationwide employer ranking of the leading trade newspaper 
MM Maschinenmarkt. The best selection was as made by the Kununu evaluation portal. Here 
employees and applicants have the opportunity to anonymously assess their employers. An 
important decision-making aid when starting a new job, because every employee wants to 
avoid making the wrong choice when changing jobs and therefore find out in advance how 
the company keeps the balance between work and family or how serious the company is 
with the announced flexible working hours or how realistic the career opportunities really are. 
There are almost 6,500 mechanical engineer companys in Germany. A maximum of five stars 
for different categories can be awarded on the rating platform. With an overall rating of 4.5 
stars, GEORG was in first place. The working atmosphere was even rated with a strong 4.67 
stars. A top value that no other company achieved in the ranking. Incidentally, 97.3 percent of 
employees recommend GEORG to others. No other company achieved so much approval. 
"We were pleasantly surprised to be recognized as a top employer for the third year in a row 
and to land right away in first place among German machine builders," said HR manager 
Thomas Kleb. "Achieving such a result in the current pandemic crisis makes us particularly 
proud." 
 
Requirements on employees increased further 
Other criteria were salary (4.47) and career opportunities (4.28). Here, too, the company 
achieved top scores. The global machine and plant engineering company GEORG works on 
highly complex solutions and has long since left the narrow limits of mechanical engineering 
and is increasingly developing into a global process optimizer. Working at GEORG therefore 
increasingly means working at an interface to the IT world. The demands on employees of 
the third generation family company are therefore particularly high and are run with great 
commitment. In coil processing and the metal-cutting industry, Heinrich Georg 
Maschinenfabrik GmbH is a partner in demand around the world for solutions in the field of 
strip systems and special machine tools as well as for production systems for the transformer 
industry, where it is the global market leader. 


